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Input Video containing 
elephant on road

signal send to central authority when 
elephant comes in area of conflict

central authority signams the 
person to move the elephant off 
the road before accident happens

Person incharge run to the location 
to move elephant off the road before 
collision happens

No more need to 
monitor for 24/7 !!!

Fig1: Overview of the automated system capable of detecting and preventing Human Elephant collision.

Fig2:; Block diagram representation of proposed approach

Fig3: The above figure shows the extraction of area of conflict for two different scenarios.The railway 
track was identified as  the area of conflict in the first scenario while the road was detected as the area 
of conflict in the second scenario. The coordinates of the area of conflicts that were extracted  using 
the color+spatial property of image have been shown in the figure along with the super pixel cluster 
for the frame.

● Biinary pattern of motion used to extract major areas of 
motion.

● The binary pattern of motion  for binary image containing the 
difference of two frames is obtained by dividing the image into 
16 cells. The total number of 1’s in each cell is counted and 
stored in a motion matrix . The thresholding of the motion 
matrix into a binary pattern for motion

Fig4: Above fihgure shows the 
computation of binary pattern for 
motion.

Fig5: The figure shows the deep convolutional neural network used for extracting high level features from the 
input cropped image.The extracted features are then fed into binary SVM classifier to classify  into either 

elephant class or non elephant class

Fig6:Left image contains samples of images of elephants used for training the elephant recognition 
model..Right image contains samples of images of elephants face  used for training the elephant recognition 
model.

Fig:7 The particles successfully detected an elephant and change the color as soon as the elephant crosses 
the area of conflict..A scenario depicting elephant intrusion on raods and railway tracks. The scenario can be 
dangerous for the elephant, if it collides with fast moving car. 
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Table :Left image shows comparison of  various approaches  applied for elephant recognition. Right: 
image shows  comparison of Various approaches  applied for elephant face recognition


